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Abstract— In a heterogeneous wireless environment,
one of the important aspects of seamless
communicat ion for ubiquitous computing is the
dynamic selection of the best access network. The
problem of access network selection has been addressed
through various decision methods based on available
network information. Available lin k bandwidth is one
of the important in formation parameters, which can be
used as criterion for network selection. In this paper, we
consider available bandwidth as a dynamic parameter to
select the network in heterogeneous environment. First,
we propose a bootstrap approximat ion based technique
to estimate available bandwidth and then utilize it for
the selection of the best suitable network in the
heterogeneous environment consisting of 2G and 3G
standards based wireless networks. The proposed
algorith m is imp lemented in temporal and spatial
domains to check its robustness. Estimation time with
varying size o f files is used as the performance met ric.
Through numerical results, it is shown that the proposed
algorith m gives imp roved performance as co mpared to
the existing algorithm.

Index Terms— 2G, 3G, Heterogeneous Networks,
Bootstrap Approximation, Available Bandwidth

I.

Introduction

There has been tremendous progress in the
development and deployment of wireless technologies
in the last decade. The ubiquitous computing and
communicat ion environment is also provided by next
generation wireless networks. In order to realize the
concept of ‗Always Best Connected‘ (ABC) network, it
is imperat ive to achieve seamless communication in
heterogeneous environment consisting of diverse access
technologies. To achieve this goal, one of the important
Copyright © 2014 MECS

problems in next generation wireless networks is to
select the best available network meeting the quality of
service requirements of the user as well. Available link
bandwidth is one of the basic parameters to support a
given service/application and hence ensures the quality
of service required as the user moves from one access
network to another.
The existing deployment of wireless technologies
contains both 2G and 3G standards. Netwo rk selection
in such heterogeneous environment is an important
research problem. In this paper, we aim to present an
available link bandwidth based network selection
algorith m. Available bandwidth estimat ion is derived
through bootstrap approximat ion method, which is then
applied to select the appropriate network in
heterogeneous environment consisting of 2G and 3G
standards. 2G standard, for examp le, GSM (Global
System for Mobile Co mmunication) and 3G standardHSDPA (High Speed Downlin k Packet Access)
wireless technologies typically provide data access rate
which may vary fro m 9.6 Kbps through 2 Mbps for 3G
[1]. These rates are generally adequate for services
emp loying a low to mediu m bandwidth e.g. voice
communicat ions, text messaging, instant messaging,
electronic mail with no or relatively s mall attachments
etc. Both 2G and 3G are merely milestones in mobile
technology and represent two different phases. 3G
mobile networks have new set of communication
protocols due to rapid increase in data services and
development in hardware and software. It makes
available many mo re features for mobile users such as
internet, mobile TV, video calls, v ideo conferencing,
mobile gaming whereas no such features are there in 2G
[2]. There is only voice transfer in 2G, 3G allows for
data transfer in addit ion to transmission of voice. The
clarity of voice in 3G is significantly mo re than 2G, and
there are very little disturbances. It is a much mo re
secure technology than 2G. As the commercial
companies compete with each other to increase their
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market potential, so to save 2G customers and to bring a
new 3G customers, there should be ways, to do that, the
subscriber can move seamlessly fro m one cell to
another cell covered by different networks, the
customer actually will be unaware of underlying
technology [3].
To access wireless network, the mob ile terminal
cannot dynamically select the best link due to the
absence of network parameters, which may reduce the
performance of the system. In this paper we propose an
effective and efficient network selection scheme based
on available link bandwidth estimation by using
bootstrap approximation method based on the real time
network state. Proposed algorithm allows mobile
terminals to select the most appropriate network
dynamically between 2G/ 3G as per requisition of the
user. 2G and 3G networks both have similar properties
to transfer of data over mob ile networks but differ in
terms of speed and architecture. So, the choice between
2G or 3G networks have significant ro le for mult imed ia
services.
The rest of the paper is organized in this manner:
Section II elaborates the related literature survey.
Section III describes network selection algorith m under
consideration. Experimental setup is discussed in
section IV. Further describes the performance metrics
used for network selection. Nu merical results of
performance met rics are d iscussed in Section V. Finally,
results are concluded in Section VI.

II.

Related Work

Service continuity in heterogeneous wireless access
technologies is a main issue. The challenge is to
preserve continuous services while moving between
these technologies. Appropriate selection of the network
in heterogeneous environment is one of the main key. In
this paper, we propose a network selection in
heterogeneous environment based on available
bandwidth estimat ion by using bootstrap approximation.
When there are various types of probing techniques
available for bandwidth estimat ion in literature [4-13].
An ideal probing tool provided accurate estimate of
available bandwidth prior to sending data packets [4]. In
the PATHON model there is no need to probe
knowledge and management control over the network to
provide an end to end measurement of availab le
bandwidth. Further, it considers less traffic with least
time for measurement [5]. The utilization of network
connection is measured by using tri packets method
defined in probing technique [6]. Packet pair probing
technique is used by wireless network for bandwidth
estimation while considering the capacity and the cross
traffic variat ion of wireless link [7]. The probe gap
model was designed for both one-hop and multi hop
path, under the case of path persistent cross traffic.
Further by adjusting the input-probing rate, bandwidth
adaptive method was introduced [8].
Copyright © 2014 MECS
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An active probing tool was defined in [9], it was
based on the concept of self-induced congestion, which
run inside a real-time operating system and used denoising techniques to improve the measurement p rocess.
Path quick method was also designed for quick end to
end available bandwidth estimation. In this quick
estimation was achieved by using a probing packet train
[10]. Another available bandwidth estimat ion scheme
was designed in which bandwidth availability was
expressed in terms of a service curve. In this estimation
was based on a sequence of probing packets [11]. A
probabilistic methodology was also designed to
estimate available bandwidth under non busy
assumption and it also considered distribution of output
probe gap [12]. A one-way delay jitter based scheme
was developed for available bandwidth estimation that
quantified the captured traffic ratio and identified the
relationship between probing rate and available
bandwidth [13]. Above discussed techniques introduce
high additional traffic to the network wh ich increase
overhead, reduce reliability and due to these the
estimation process become slow.
An available bandwidth measurement method for
video streaming was defined in [14], in which
difference of packet send times and feedbacks receive
times was considered for estimation. Availab le
bandwidth under bursty arrivals of discrete cross -traffic
packets was estimated by queuing-theoretic foundation
approach of single-hop packet-train [15]. In Minimal
backlogging method, the available bandwidth of a
queuing system was estimated; in this probing packets
were sent to the queuing system by the nominal
backlogging method [16]. Reliab le available bandwidth
estimation method distinguishes queuing regions which
resolved false estimations [17]. The lightweight probing
method estimated available bandwidth using queuing
analysis approach in wh ich investigation on Squared
Coefficient of Variation (SCV) of the inter-departure
process was made with periodic probing stream [18].
Queuing model described the mechanis m for availab le
bandwidth estimat ion using the output packet-pair
dispersions [19]. One-way delay model was used to
estimate available bandwidth in which proportional
share of link capacity concept imp roved the
measurement latency and accuracy [20]. The proposed
algorith m in [21] selects network on the basis of
available bandwidth estimation. It estimates the
available lin k bandwidth on the basis of averaging of
current sample only. Analysis revealed that proposed
method effectively choose the suitable network for
mu ltimed ia service by negotiating among available
networks (i.e. WiMAX and 3G).
Current available bandwidth estimat ion methods have
been proposed by different authors. However, the
network scenarios and metrics used in the evaluations
are limited and their analysis about the applicability of
the tools in real network applicat ions is absent. An
additional issue is that these evaluations do not includ e
the amount of experiments needed to provide
statistically valid conclusions.
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While in this paper, we propose an algorithm for
network selection in heterogeneous environment of 2G
& 3G based on dynamic parameter i.e. available link
bandwidth estimated by bootstrap approximation
method to resolve the problem of network selection.
Bootstrapping allows gathering many alternative
versions of the single statistic that would o rdinarily be
calculated fro m one sample. So it is able to provide
accurate and more reliab le available lin k bandwidth
estimation in co mparison of existing techniques for
network
selection
in
wireless
heterogeneous
environment. The proposed network selection technique
is described in following section.

interval T.
(2)

Start
Check all available networks in wireless
heterogeneous environment
Disconnect all available networks
in wireless heterogeneous environment
Select N1 network

Measure received signal strength (RSS) o f N1
network

III. Proposed Network Selection Algorithm
A novel network selection scheme is proposed in
order to select the always best connected network in a
given heterogeneous environment. The flow graph in
Fig.1 represents always best connected network in
heterogeneous environment for mu ltimed ia services.
The logic of network selection based on available
bandwidth estimation with bootstrap approximation
method and received signal strength (RSS) technique.
Nu mber of available wireless networks is possible
because the user have multimode mobile device. In this
paper, we assume that multimode device can access 2G
and 3G networks. The selection of access network
depends upon the user inclination that means on the
application presently running. For mult imedia services
the foremost requirement is bandwidth. Access network
selection depends on the network having mo re availab le
bandwidth.
Step 1 Make sure presence of networks and then
disconnect all available networks. Select one of the
available networks and check its received signal
strength. The performance of a wireless network
connection depends partially on signal strength. The
wireless signal strength in each direction determines the
total amount of network bandwidth availab le along that
connection. Received signal strength (RSS) is a
measurement of the power present in a received radio
signal. In general, the received signal rt at the time
instant t can be expressed as [22]:
rt = at st−τ + vt.

(1)

Here, s denotes the transmitted (pilot) signal
waveforms, at is the radio link attenuation, τ is the
distance-dependent delay and vt is a noise component.

Step 2 Available bandwidth (A BW) is used as
dynamic parameter for network selection in
heterogeneous environment. The available bandwidth at
a link is its unused capacity. Since, at any time, a link is
either idle or trans mitting packets at the maximu m
speed, the definition of the available bandwidth ought to
look at the average unused bandwidth over some time
Copyright © 2014 MECS

Estimate available bandwidth of N1 network
(bootstrap approximation)

Select N2 network

Measure received signal strength (RSS) of N2
network

Estimate available bandwidth of N2 network
(bootstrap approximation)

Y

N
Is estimated available
bandwidth of N1 >N2?

N1 network is selected

N2 network is selected

Fig. 1: Represents the flow chart of available bandwidth estimation
algorithm for network selection in heterogeneous wireless
environment

Where A i (t, T) is the available bandwidth at link i at
time t, λ i is its traffic and Ci is the link's capacity. The
available bandwidth along a link is measurement of
minimu m available bandwidth of all traversed lin ks [23].
Available Bandwidth in general, is non-stationary
QoS in formation of wireless network. But when it is
observed over a short time, it can be considered as
stationary.
In
proposed
algorithm,
bootstrap
approximation is employed to estimate availab le
bandwidth by calculating the short-term stationary
component.
Bootstrap Approximat ion method for available
bandwidth estimation: 2G/ 3G network‘s average
available bandwidth is denoted by 𝜃 fro m a population
with d istribution function (𝐹), and then measured
2G/ 3G available bandwidth. It is appro ximated during
data acquisition window. Bootstrap method is
considered to draw rando m samples 𝑥𝑖 fro m an
unknown distribution function (𝐹) to form the new data
set based on original data:

𝑋 = ( 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ………..., 𝑥𝑛)

(3)
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An original data set provides a simp le estimate of the
entire population by using discrete empirical
distribution (Fe). Each random sample (x) has
probability of 1/𝑛, which has an equal likelihood of
being chosen when re-sampling fro m 𝐹e. The bootstrap
data set is then defined to be a random samp le of size 𝑛
drawn with replacement fro m Fe. Since we want to
estimate the parameter 𝜃e by calculating a statistic fro m
a random sample, correspondingly, we can calculate the
same statistic from a bootstrap data set:

𝑋*= (x1*, x2*, x3*, ……, xn*)
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coupled. In the loosely coupled scenario, two or mo re
wireless networks are connected through internet [25].
In the tightly coupled case, 2G gateway is connected
directly to the 3G gateway. 2G network appears to the
router as another internal 3G router and thus becomes a
part of the 3G network. In the present configuration, we
consider loosely-coupled scenario. As 2G and 3G
network have the comparable ability of supporting the
service, it is decisive to keep the continuation and
stability of application, when both networks are
available simultaneously.

(4)

For bootstrap replication of 𝜃e, equation (5) is
considered:

 *b  s( X *b ), b  1, 2,3,.........., B

(5)

Where 𝑋* 𝑏 is equal to the b th bootstrap data set of B
independent bootstrap data sets. The statistic of interest
(𝑋) is the sample median ˜𝑥 then 𝑠 (𝑋*) is the median of
the bootstrap data set ˜𝑥*. Hence, B bootstrap replicates
give an estimate of the 𝜃e distribution, wh ich is the
bootstrap estimate of the 2G/3G average availab le
bandwidth distribution, and its standard deviation is the
bootstrap estimate of standard error for 𝜃e given in [24]
,
(6)
When sampling is done with replacement, then it is
possible that some 𝑥𝑖 would occur mo re than once or
not at all. It can be mit igated with the smooth bootstrap
technique where bootstrap data sets are constructed
fro m a smooth empirical d istribution ˆ 𝐹𝑠. The availab le
bandwidth of the 2G and 3G access interfaces is
computed by using equation (3-6).

Step 3 Co mpare available bandwidth of both the
interfaces b1 (2G) & b2 (3G) calculated with bootstrap
approximation. Network having the highest available
bandwidth is selected as access network for the real
time multimedia application.
System under consideration for emp loying proposed
network selection scheme is described in following
section.

Fig 2: Heterogeneous wireless network model

2G and 3G netwo rk based test bed is developed using
dongles and .net platform as shown in Fig 2 for
practical imp lementation of proposed algorithm. It
includes base stations and a mu lti mode mob ile client
like laptops, cell phones or PDAs. A hardware and
software architecture module of dual mode client is
shown in Fig 3.

Graphical user
interface
Network
monitor

Network
selectio

n
2G

3G

O
S

Fig. 3: (a) Software module of dual mode client

IV. Experi mental Setup for Implementation of
Proposed Algorithm
We consider a heterogeneous environment consisting
of GSM (2G) and HSDPA (3G) networks for network
configuration as shown in Fig.2. Networks may be
coupled in two ways -loosely-coupled and tightly
Fig. 3: (b) Hardware module of dual mode mobile client [26]

Copyright © 2014 MECS
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with sample size 𝑛 = 5 and nu mber of bootstrap
replicat ions 𝐵 = 10. The nu mber of bootstrap samples
may be increased in accordance with the computing
power available with the node. Increasing the number of
samples can reduce the effects of random sampling
errors.

Proposed algorithm‘s hardware implementation is
supported by 2G and 3G dongle by huwaeii as
interfaces for wireless networks. The software system
includes modules to monitor, detect, decide and manage
mu ltip le wireless networks. Dual mode client hardware
and software modules provide support for automatic
roaming across 2G and 3G network. The client can
monitor and automatically select 2G or 3G network
according to the available bandwidth estimation
technique. In accordance with the algorith m, interface
of 2G was selected first and then 3G.

V.

The estimated availab le bandwidth at different
instances with respective RSS of both interfaces is
tabulated in Table 1. It is observed that the network
with mo re available bandwidth is automatically selected
for real time mult imedia services. RSS is measured to
see the presence various wireless network in region and
contemporary status of the network in heterogeneous
environment. It is also observed that available
bandwidth is not exact ly depended upon RSS. If RSS is
large in value at any instance then it does not ensure
that the respective network have high availab le
bandwidth. Number of users accesses respective
network at the instance of bandwidth estimation also
prominently affected its value.

Results and Discussion

Bootstrap approximation is a potential method for
estimating available link bandwidth in wireless
networks for network selection
in wireless
heterogeneous environment. For obtain ing numerical
results, we have performed the operation every second

T able 1: Estimated available bandwidth with received signal strength in heterogeneous environment of 2G and 3G networks is tabulated
S. No

2G (GSM)

3G (HSDPA)

Network Selection

RSS (dBm)

ABE (KB)

RSS (dBm)

ABE (KB)

Selected network

1.

-76.0

38.79

-75.0

29.83

2G

2.

-74.0

12.12

-77.0

32.02

3G

(a) & (b) that availab le bandwidth estimated at different
times and locations are different because at any time or
location the number of users share the wireless network
is dynamic which leads to variation o f the bandwidth
available to a user. At any instance or location 2G/ 3G
can be selected depending upon their current status of
ABW. It is measured in KB.

Fig 4: User interface of network selection algorithm based on
available bandwidth estimation in heterogeneous environment of 2G
and 3G network

(a)

The 2G/3G network is selected for mult imedia
services as per user‘s inclination when co mparing their
available bandwidth based on bootstrap approximat ion,
as shown in Fig 4.
Performance evaluation of proposed algorithm for
network selection: For performance evaluation of the
proposed algorith m following scenarios have been
considered.
Case 1: In this case proposed algorithm is tested at
different time and locations. It is observed from Fig. 5
Copyright © 2014 MECS

(b)
Fig. 5: (a) Represents available bandwidth vs. T ime (b) Shows
available bandwidth vs. different locations
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Case 2: In th is case impact of downloading file size
for bootstrap approximat ion to measure ABW is
evaluated. The selection of size of file to be
downloaded for estimat ion of real t ime availab le
bandwidth by using bootstrap approximation is critical
issue. Choice of size of file to be downloaded depends
upon the cost and time consumption bear by the active
user. If selected file size is too large then the cost and
time consumption increased. Although, if selected file
size is too small then accuracy of estimat ion will going
to be reduced. From Fig 5 (c) it is clear that if file size is
too small such as 9KB then estimat ion of ABW is not
feasible or proper, but as the file size increases it starts
working properly. In Fig 5 (d) as the file size increases
the estimation time is also increases respectively in both
wireless networks available in heterogeneous
environment. 2G/ 3G network‘s ABW estimation time
can be changed because at any instance the number of
user in any of the wireless network is rando m. Any of
the networks in heterogeneous environment can be busy
due to this speed of downloading file is going slow
down and estimation time increases in same proportion.

81

Available bandwidth estimation with bootstrap
approximation for network selection in heterogeneous
environment is proved as a practical solution for
seamless commun ication fo r mu lt imedia services. Real
time implementation and experimental results show the
efficiency and effectiveness of proposed algorithm.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel network selection algorith m
proposed based on available link bandwidth estimat ion,
which is one of the critical issues in heterogeneous
wireless network environment for real-time mult imed ia
communicat ion. Available link bandwidth is estimated
using bootstrap approximation method for network
selection in heterogeneous environment of 2G and 3G
networks. Bootstrapping estimates available bandwidth
by taking averages, peaks, low points and standard
deviation. It allows gathering many alternative versions
of the single statistic that would ord inarily be calculated
fro m one sample to raise accuracy and reliability of
estimation.
Performance evaluation of proposed
network select ion algorith m is carried out in both
temporal and spatial domains in terms of estimation
time and file size metrics to check its robustness. The
proposed algorithm performs well in terms of accuracy
and estimation time. The algorith m presented in this
paper has potential to work in realistic environment of
multi access networks
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